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Executive Summary
This document reports on the activities conducted in WP1 as part of Task 1.3 (“Definition of the
Families_Share online and onsite services through co-design”) related to the design of the Families_Share
platform and mobile-based services. In particular, inputs provided by stakeholders and local communities’
needs emerged through the co-design approach - described in D1.1 - have been synchronized and worked
out to provide a concrete input for mobile-based services design and implementation to be conducted in
WP2. This deliverable provides:
●
●

●

●
●

●

an analysis of existing digital applications for childcare management and group time scheduling;
a description of three usage scenarios related to the three main types of childcare activities that
have been identified starting from inputs collected in T1.2. and T1.3, namely regular childcare,
flexible childcare and last minute childcare;
the results of a collaborative exercise performed by the project partners of the Cokido application,
in order to get a general overview and a first-hand experience of a collaborative process for shared
childcare through a digital service;
the elaboration of a task flow maps, starting from the refinement of user needs and platform
functionalities elaborated in during the international meeting in Limassol (Cyprus) in June 2018;
the refinement and prioritization of user requirements and the related visual wireframes, including
indications for the UX (User experience) and UI (User interface) design - as a result of the “design
sprint” workshop conducted in Venice in July 2018.
the overall documentation describing the visual identity, high-fidelity wireframes and the
interaction flow that will guide the development of the first release of the Families_Share platform,
as part of WP2. Mockups, wireframes and interactive prototypes of the Families_Share platform
have been elaborated to detail and showcase the features and the interaction that should be
supported within the application. This documentation provides a basis of communication and
source of clarification that will guide the platform and mobile services development in WP2.
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1. Introduction
The design of an innovative collaborative platform and of mobile-based services to support parents in
organizing collaborative childcare has a central role in the Families_Share project. As part of WP1, activities
conducted in Task 1.3 - in strong synergy with activities done in Task 1.2 - had the main goal to provide a
concrete input for the first release of the platform and mobile-based services design and implementation.
Following the co-design process conducted in the CityLabs, described in D1.1., this document depicts the
activities conducted to define the requirements and service functionalities to be implemented in the first
release of the Families_Share platform. Use cases, wireframes and interactive prototypes have been
elaborated to guide the development process of services to be conducted in WP2 “Platform Development”.

Figure 1: WP1 tasks and their connection with WP2 and WP3
The needs analysis described in D1.1 has taken place in the 6 EU cities where participatory needs analysis,
co-design and co-creation processes were set up (WP1). These activities lead to the development of the
first Families_Share Platform prototype (WP2) which will trigger socially innovative models for socialising
childcare in urban neighbourhoods (WP3).
The Families_Share methodology is grounded on a perspective of innovation as the the result of a coproduction of different local stakeholders and communities involved in the project. As such, innovation is
the result of a continuous negotiation between the requirements emerging from citizens and community
engagement and opportunities and constraints imposed by the iterative approach that will be pursued,
thanks to the re-use of an available ICT platform and the evaluation of how users will use and adapt the
technology into their daily routines. In this perspective, technology is designed and shaped not only
throughout the design process, but it is also reshaped through concrete and local use. Therefore, new
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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requirements will be derived by observing how technology is appropriated in real contexts of use —that is,
how technology is refined and shaped to meet users’ local and contextual needs. This focus on the
appropriation process allows us to consider mutual adjustment between the technical side and the social
side. These aspects are reflected in the fact that the co-design will continue in WP3 piloting activities by
investigating scaffolding strategies for the citizens to “appropriate” the technology and to integrate it in
their daily life (See Figure 2).

Figure 2. The iterative design lifecycle followed in Families_Share

The goals of the design activities carried out at months 6-8 of the project, as part of WP1, were the
following:
●

●

●

●

Analysis of existing applications. Advancing the benchmarking process started in D1.1, we further
investigated technological platforms and digital services for supporting collaborative activities,
group coordination and time-management.
Elaboration of use cases and technology scenarios. Starting from input gathered in T1.2 and
described in D.1.1 we elaborated usage scenarios to better showcase and define possible usage of
the Families_Share platform in the different CityLabs.
Collaborative evaluation of the Cokido application. Since Families_Share service is grounded on
the Cokido platform, a systematic analysis of Cokido functionalities and interaction modalities was
carried out for better define requirements and functionalities.
Elaboration and definition of the design specifications. The present deliverable includes a
description of the design specification for the development of the first release of the
Families_Share platform. The specification includes a description of the visual identity of the
platform, details of the graphical user interface and specifications of interaction patterns. The
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document is accompanied by a number of wireframes, graphical mockups and interactive
prototypes that showcase the design specifications. The specifications will serve to guide the
implementation activities to be conducted in WP3.

1.1. Intended audience
This document targets Families_Share consortium members in order to progress on the finalization of the
design and the implementation of the first release of the Families_Share platform. It also contributes to the
overall dissemination of the activities and the results of the project.

1.2. Document structure
The document is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a detailed analysis of relevant digital platforms and mobile applications for supporting
collaborative activities, group coordination and shared time-management.
In Section 3, the main usage scenarios for Families_Share platform are described. These scenarios
represent a reference point for the conceptualization of the service design. Moreover, the section describes
a collaborative activity carried out by the project partners in order to get a first-hand experience on the use
of the Cokido online application.
Section 4 introduces an organized list of the needs collected and elaborated from a project meeting in
Limassol (Cyprus). The section describes a first list of functionalities that emerged from the co-design
workshops at the different CityLabs and presents a task flow of the main activities that might be supported
with the digital platform.
Section 5 presents the first elaboration of the design specifications as they were collaboratively developed
during a second project meeting in Venice (Italy). This process led to the creation of a list of requirements
to be used as reference for the platform development. Moreover, this section includes a first set of
wireframes and low-fidelity prototypes on the main functionalities of the mobile application.
Finally, Section 6 describes the document specifications, including suggestions for the visual identity, GUI
(graphical user interface) appearance and interaction patterns. The specification includes also an organized
user flow wireframe, detailing each section of the online platform.
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2. Analysis of existing digital platforms and applications
As a first step for the design of the Families_Share platform, we refined the understanding of the
advantages provided by existing collaborative platforms. Part of them have been described in D1.1 (Section
3.3) as the mapping exercise conducted as part of Task 1.1 actually provided a number of guidelines that
could support the design of the platform. We further refined this analysis, taking into consideration
platforms and services that, even if not related to childcare, could give us input for designing specific
functionalities, such as time-management or groups management features. We first present in Section 2.1
a detailed analysis of collaborative platforms that includes features related to group management. Then, in
Section 2.2, we present the analysis of digital tools that can support collaborative time and shifts
managements supporting members of a group.

2.1. Collaborative platforms and applications
The benchmark analysis started with the review of popular mobile applications and collaborative platforms
for sharing goods and services, including childcare activities. Most of these digital platforms include sharing
economy platforms based on peer-to-peer exchanges. In the next subsection we report the output of the
analysis of six platforms for sharing goods and services (Peerby and ShareTribe) and childcare activities
(Yoopies, Bsit, PARC and Cokido).

2.1.1. Peerby
Description:
Peerby is a web-based online platform that connects peer suppliers with peer
consumers: the former offers to rent or share certain items that the latter
require. The Peerby website works on a neighbourhood basis and it is sustained
by an insurance-based revenue model. Peerby is considered as one of the most
successful current peer-to-peer rental platforms. The company is based in The
Netherlands and it is expanding to other European countries (France, Belgium,
Germany).

Website: www.peerby.com
Screenshots (web app)
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Useful features: Through the platform, users can search and explore items exchanged or rented by
people in their neighbourhood. Users can also post a request to other members of their neighbourhood
if they need a particular item. Users can set preferences in the number of requests or calls that they can
receive during a day.

2.1.2. ShareTribe
Description:
ShareTribe is an online platform and a mobile app that allows the creation and
customization of a website marketplace online, where users can rent or sell
goods, locations or services (including services for childcare). The Sharetribe
company is based in Finland and its platform is available in 15 countries.

Website: www.sharetribe.com
Screenshots (web app)

Useful features: The platform guides the user in a step-by-step process for creating a peer-to-peer
marketplace. The ShareTribe platform supports customization and personalization of the marketplace,
allowing users to input all relevant information (including description, location, images) and to preview
the result. These features can inform the design of the Families_Share platform interface for the
community managers, supporting them in setting up and personalize the online community.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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2.1.3. Yoopies
Description:
Founded in France in 2012, Yoopies is a platform for supporting childcare
activities taking advantage of the network of friends, acquaintances, family
members and work colleagues. In 2014 additional services in the field of
childcare were added, such as: tutoring activities, home care, pet-sitting,
cleaning services, etc. Yoopies is currently activated in other nine European
countries - being Italy, Spain, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
Austria, Portugal and the United Kingdom - and in each of them it is available via
a website. An application for mobile phones is only available in selected
countries.

Website: www.yoopies.com
Screenshots (web app)

Useful features: Yoopies focuses on childcare activities but also includes also supports for tutoring,
housekeeping, senior care and pet sitting. Considering childcare, the platform helps users in finding
profiles for different needs. The system guides parents in finding a babysitter by providing information
for their childcare needs. This includes different options of care: occasional, part-time / after-school, fulltime, nanny share and childminder. Babysitters and childcare professionals can post their ads in the
platform.

2.1.4. Bsit
Description:
Bsit (formerly airBsit) is a mobile application available in France, Belgium,
Luxembourg and The Netherlands. The service was launched in Belgium and it
basically allows parents to connect with trusted babysitters. The service allows
users (parents and babysitters) to manage invitations (receiving them or posting
your services to potential clients), to check on your kids in real-time (by call or
message), to rate babysitters, add them to a list of favourites, and to pay them.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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The platform works upon a commission-revenue model.

Website: www.bsit.com
Screenshots (mobile app and promotional material)

Useful features: The platform allows assistive matching of baby sitters and families. Bsit has also an
interesting feature where you can "share the care" (split babysitting costs with other families that have
the same need). They try to match families based on a "family quiz" (answering questions about your
parenting method). In the website, registered users can find graphical material that can be personalized
for promoting your own profile on the app (https://bsit.com/en/ambassadors/support-material).
Furthermore, Bsit offers a service dedicated to companies in order to make collaborators’ life easier. The
app can actually be co-branded with companies.

2.1.5. PARC
Description:
PARC is a local social network for parents to arrange social activities with other
friends with children. The application allows users to share events, to see which
of their friends are available and to contact other parents to meet up and
organize carpooling. The application is developed in Belgium and it is also
available in Germany.

Website: www.parcapp.be
Screenshots (mobile app)
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Useful features: PARC support parents in organising activities with children, allowing to invite other
parents and children to these activities. Users can find activities organised by other parents (if they are
public) and join them. Parents can also find child-friendly venues that are close by a location. Registered
users can assign more than one children’s profile to their accounts, link them with a second parent and
with friends of the child(ren).

2.1.6. Cokido
Description: Cokido is a project of De Stuyverij that supports parents,
grandparents, family and friends in organizing off-school childcare together. The
project is based on the concept of “co-playing” and facilitates groups of parents
in making arrangements to alternately take care of the children during holidays
and/or after school. The “co-playing” process is supported by an online
application (accessible from PC and mobile devices) that helps time-sharing and
group management among members of the same groups. Within the application,
parents can create or join groups, propose and contribute to child-care activities,
and keep track of the group members’ availabilities and needs.

Reference: www.cokido.org
Screenshots (web app)
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Useful features: The Cokido online platform allows users to create or join groups and to manage
activities. The platform integrates a section for organizing activities collaboratively. Parents can discover
activities or propose new ones. They can also participate and sign their availabilities and needs in an
interactive timetable. The platform displays also information such as the description of the activity, costs
and the involvement of external babysitters. Through the interface, it is easy to assess whether an
activity reached the required number of volunteers for different time slots.

2.2. Digital applications for group coordination and group time-management
The benchmark analysis included a review of popular mobile and web application for group coordination
and time-management. These applications support users in scheduling meetings (Google Calendar),
planning events collaboratively (Doodle) and managing time (Monday). These applications provide features,
such as accessing shared calendars, scheduling and managing activities, tracking events and availabilities,
that are highly relevant to the Families_Share mobile app.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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2.2.1. Google Calendar
Description:
Google Calendar is the time-management and scheduling calendar service
developed by Google and offered as Google app both on the web and on a
dedicated mobile application. It allows to manage events, reminders and it can
be integrated with other Google applications such as Gmail.

Reference: www.calendar.google.com/calendar
Screenshots (mobile app)

Useful features: Google Calendar includes many features for tracking and managing time events. For
each event, users can include description, location and invite other people. The interface allows to view
the events in a calendar using multiple view options: month, week, 3-day, day or schedule. The latter
shows all the events in a long list, ordered by time. The application permits to manage multiple
calendars. A calendar can be shared with selected people or make it public. Users can import events and
calendars from external applications (e.g. MS Outlook or iCal), and export personal calendars in different
formats. This application includes features that might be relevant for event scheduling in the
Families_Share application, for example different views (“calendar” and “schedule” view) for visualizing
time events, the steps for creating a new event, the interaction patterns that allow users to select time
and dates.
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2.2.2. Doodle
Description:
Doodle is an online calendar tool for time management and coordinating
meetings. Through the app, users can propose dates and time slots while the
platform enables other users to vote and add their availabilities. Options such as
the type of polls and answers required can be selected through the application.
Doodle works primary on a dedicated website, but a mobile application is also
available. The company is based in Zurich and the service is available in 26
countries.

Reference: www.doodle.com
Screenshots (web app)

Useful features: Doodle is an example of collaborative time scheduling, in which users can input their
availabilities and find the most convenient time for all. Features related to time scheduling are highly
relevant for the Families_Share platform. For example, through the Doodle platform, users can create a
poll, providing description of the activity, location and tentative time slots. The users can select a time
range from a calendar (monthly or weekly view) and edit specific time slots for different days. Once the
dates and time slots are defined, the poll can be shared to the participants via email or with a dedicated
link. Participants can express their availability and check in real-time the availabilities posted by other
participants. While the poll is running, the interface shows the most voted date. Users can also export
the poll with participants’ availabilities to MS Excel or PDF.

2.2.3. Monday
Description:
Monday.com (formerly dapulse) is a visual project management tool that helps
groups to organize themselves and collaborate. The tool is flexible and versatile
and can be used in different contexts. Basically, it consists of a table that users
can collaborative edit for different purposes such as time tracking, project
scheduling, event planning or task management. Other functions include file
sharing and communications among members of the same project.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Reference: www.monday.com
Screenshots (web app)

Useful features: Monday.com is a tool that allows user to create tables, including time plans. Users can
define days and time slots (not necessarily the same for each day), and collaboratively edits the content
including defining, in a tabular view, the details of the activities for each time slot. Monday.com can be
also used to collect availabilities and to get a detailed overview of time allocation among members of the
same group. These features can be supported in the Families_Share application, facilitating users and
group administrators in getting an overview of availabilities and participation to the different activities.

3. Scenario and usage domain consolidation
According to the input of the activities conducted in Task.1.2 and the collection of user needs, it emerged
that three main scenarios should be supported through the Families_Share platform, that are related to the
different types of childcare activities that were rated as highly relevant to the project.
Scenarios - as also described in D1.1. Section 4.3.1. - are stories of people undertaking
activities/interactions in a given context (Carroll, 2000). Scenarios usually represent in a narrative or visual
form the following element:
● user's goals and motivations
● tasks that need to be accomplished
● interactions (social + mediated)
● a specific context (temporal, spatial, cultural)
In the co-design activities described in D1.1., scenarios were used to explore with parents and stakeholders
potential uses of technology and to reflect on opportunities and criticalities offered by digital solutions,
therefore providing a stable foundation for action-oriented reflection (Carroll, 2000).
At this stage of the design process, we exploited scenarios to refine the understanding of the different
childcare activities that emerged as relevant in the different CityLabs. Scenarios are often used to represent
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the (future) interaction between users and the system and exploited as communication tool within teams
in order to easily communicate, negotiate and validate system requirements.
We describe in the next section scenarios related to three main types of childcare activities that have been
identified starting from inputs collected in T1.2. and T1.3, namely regular childcare, flexible childcare and
last minute childcare. These three types of activities differentiate for the type of planning needed, for
coordination mechanisms and possibly for the number of people engaged in setting-up these activities. We
describe the three scenarios in the following sections.

3.1. Classification of childcare activities and scenarios description
3.1.1. Regular (routinely) childcare activities
Regular (routinely) childcare activities happen regularly for some time, like organizing a trip to the
swimming pool every Monday, or agreeing on a regular division of tasks for arranging a carpool to school or
pick up locations.
Scenario description and use case: Carpooling to school
A typical routinely activity implies dropping off and picking up children to and from school. Every year,
during the school period, parents need to coordinate their job’s schedule with the school’s one which are
typically not aligned. This activity becomes more complex when parents have more than one child.
According to the interviews carried out during Task 1.2, many parents tend to arrange the above
mentioned tasks by coordinating with their children’s classmates and living in the same
area/neighbourhood.
Parents at school ABC are considering to start to carpooling their children between home and school. Parents meet
at the school and as they start trusting each other they also start helping each other for drop offs and pickups.
Coordination happens mainly via face-to-face meetings (at school) and WhatsApp groups and it is often weekly
based. Parents usually take the children to/from school by walk or by car. This usually involves small groups of
parents with around 3-4 children all together. There might be a rotation and every parent plays her/his part equally,
but in case some parents have more free time than others then parents’ contribution might be different.
Parents who take back children from school usually around 4/4.30 pm often keep them for the whole afternoon so
that children can play together. Parents take children at home or at the park or in other places (e.g. play centres or
libraries), or after-school recreational or sport activities, and they share information on schedules, locations and
activities carried out with the other parents through WhatsApp groups. The typical mutual help group is formed
among parents whose kids are classmates at school and share the same sport or after-school activity.
WhatsApp groups are used also for communicating last minute changes/needs. For instance, a parent is not
available anymore to pick children up from school and she/he communicates it through WhatsApp, in order to have
a fast feedback from other parents. Moreover, parents share pictures of the children during the afternoon’s activities
with
the
other
parents.
In the case of sport activities, the group can be activated to facilitate participation to games and tournaments
during weekends as well so that one parent is mobilized to accompany small groups of kids, the exact number
depending on the age group. Parents of children who attend also sport/cultural activities usually also have
separated/additional WhatsApp groups with parents of children attending the same activities and living in the same
area.
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3.1.2. Flexible (seasonal) childcare activities
Flexible (seasonal) childcare activities are organized once in a while and have a greater degree of freedom
in when and how to do them. In this case, groups have to negotiate a proper location for the childcare
activities, as well as the more suitable period in which the activity will occur, taking into consideration the
needs of parents and their availability in sharing their time.
Scenario description and use case: Summer activities
Examples of flexible activities are the organization of a week-long summer camp in August, planning an
after school camp for the Easter holidays or organizing a Summer Lab for employees’ children in an
organization. These activities are usually related to a seasonal event such as holidays or national events. As
part of Task 1.2 and Task 1.3, tools and strategies used by group of parents to organize flexible (seasonal)
childcare activities have been identified. For instance, in Venice CityLab, the Local Church Groups regularly
organizes every year, in June, a 2 weeks Summer Camp (‘GREST’) in Giudecca and Venice. The “GREST” is a
widespread model throughout northern/central Italy based on the cooperation of parents contributing with
their time, the Church making playgrounds and rooms available and volunteers (mostly teenagers/boysgirls scouts). The whole group collaborates in setting up and managing a variety of educational and
recreational activities for the kids, 5 days per week and on a full time schedule.
Every year approximately 100 kids (primary school age) take part to the summer camp in Giudecca-Venice,
while around 60 parents are involved in the organization of the activities with a core group of around 10/12
persons. The parents of enrolled kids join a WhatsApp group and are informed and asked for time to share,
both for running workshops (from carpentry to cooking, painting, dance, English, coding, sports, etc.) and
for logistic or cleaning tasks. Every day between 8-10 classes are run.
Organization activities start in February, first via face to face meetings and then two parents take the role
of collecting parents’ availability through a dedicated WhatsApp group and bilateral meetings/calls and
composing a complex calendar puzzle on an excel sheet (see Figure 3).
Each table of Figure 3 regards a single of the GREST camp day which is divided in six moments (welcoming,
initial activities, morning laboratories, lunch, afternoon laboratories, cleaning). For every moment the
responsible parents are indicated, and for the laboratories sections the name of the laboratory and the
name of the parent who is running it are specified.
The managers also provide a sheet summarizing all the activities for all parents. Throughout the summer
camp, the WhatsApp group is used to solve emergencies (parents withdrawing from shifts and asking to be
replaced) as well as to share other logistic information, and plenty of pictures.
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Figure 3. Excel file used by a group of parents in Venice for planning their availabilities for a summer activity
Similarly, in the “corporate” case study (addressed in the Trento CityLab, see D1.1. Section 4.2.5), it
emerged that the working group “0-100” - composed by employees and HR staff - uses a file Excel to plan
and organize activities, to collect employees’ availabilities to volunteer for the laboratories, to find a proper
location for running the activities and related support material (e.g. colours, paper, etc.).
Similarly, in the Kortrijk De Stuyverij CityLab, groups of parents self-organize exploiting Excel files for
planning and coordinating shared childcare. It is worth noting that parents first look at the most suitable
period for planning childcare, looking at parents needs and availability (see Figure 4). Once they select the
period, they start organizing childcare activities (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Excel file used by a group of parents in Belgium for planning the calendar for a childcare summer
activity

Figure 5. Excel file used by a group of parents in Belgium for adding their availabilities and needs
The following scenario describes one of the most common use cases of the Families_Share platform. The
platform is used by an informal group of parents for organizing childcare activities for the summer period.
Eline (42), mother and single parent of two children: Lisa (7) and Laura (10), is looking for childcare for the next summer period in
July and August. The previous summer, Lisa and Laura joined a pony camp, but this year Eline wants to find an alternative that is
less expensive, and which is still enjoyable and full of social activities for the children. At the local primary school in Ieper, she
hears at the school gate that also other parents are looking for alternatives for arranging childcare during summer. Mark, father
of Ben (7) and a playmate of Lisa, mentions that his family is using the Families_Share application for arranging childcare during
the holiday periods. He explains the core timesharing principles to Eline, and says that already a group of parents of the primary
school has an active group for self-arranging childcare. Mark asks the email address of Eline, and says that he will invite her to
the group so that she can explore the application and try it out. In this group, they are currently arranging the childcare for the
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holiday period in July, and which fits to the needs of Eline. That evening, Eline receives an email from the Families_Share
application to join the “Primary school Ieper”, she clicks on the group and can see that there are 7 other parents in the group
looking for child care in July.
Before entering the dates for which childcare is needed for Lisa and Laura in July, she completes the requested profile details.
Eline enters her first and last name, a short description, contact details and address. Next, she clicks on the button “add children”
to make a profile for Lisa and Laura. She enters for both children first and last name, date of birth, gender. Before finishing the
profile descriptions, Eline has to download and print a separate file for completing the profile information of her children. This
separate file registers info about specific healthcare issues such as medicines, allergies, asthma, epilepsy, diabetes, toilet-trained,
etc. Eline has to complete this file for each child, and also has to mention her contact details, her doctor’s, and any other possible
babysitters that would like to join the group. Last, she also sticks a note of the National Health Service on the document. After
completing the document, she scans it and uploads it to the Families_Share application. All is set now to start co-playing with
other parents in the group of the primary school in Ieper.
Eline searches again for the group “Primary school Ieper”, and in the list view, she clicks on the sign up button for the holiday
period in July. Her request is now being checked by the administrator of the group. Charlotte, who is the administrator and starter
of the group, receives the request and accepts it. Charlotte was already notified by Mark through WhatsApp that a new parent at
the school was looking for childcare in July through Families_Share. When Charlotte created this group in Families_Share for the
primary school, she named the group “Primary school – Ieper”, and added a short description, website link to the school, and the
address. Before she did this, she and other parents from the group talked with the school principal about the usage of the
classrooms for child care activities, and followed the manual to prepare everything related to the insurance.
Charlotte manages all the holidays periods for this group, and also created the calendar for July, and filled in certain variables:
number of co-playing days, maximum number of children per parent on one day (which is set standard at three), and time and
ending time of the co-playing day. Charlotte will also organize a meeting with all parents before the start of the holiday period in
order that all parents get to know each other, and can discuss further arrangements and practicalities.
In the meantime, Eline further explores the application, and sees in the communication stream several messages and uploaded
pictures of previous co-playing moments organized with the group. She sees that one of the parents in the group organized an
autumn workshop, whereby the children made paintings and art works out of collected green, red, and brown leaves and nuts
which they collected in the forest nearby the school. She also sees another message whereby parents are requested to always
foresee snacks for the co-playing dates, preferably healthy fruit snacks. Further, Eline watches one more time the explanatory
video on the homepage of the Families_Share application as to know how the timesharing principle works.
A few minutes later, Charlotte approved the request to join the holiday period in July, and Eline can start marking the dates now
for which she needs childcare for Lisa and Laura. The mother indicates that from Monday 6/7 till Friday 10/7, childcare is needed
for Lisa, and for Laura for all dates except Wednesday as then Laura will go to her niece and aunt for a sleepover party. Next,
Eline also takes her personal calendar and searches for the dates on which she might be available for co-playing as a parent. She
is not available in that week from 6 till 10/7, but she has some days off in the following week. Eline indicates that she will co-play
on 13/7 and 15/7, and also adds Lisa and Laura to that particular date, she also notices that she can fill in the costs that she will
make for co-playing that day as a parent.
Charlotte will close the agenda when all spots will be filled in for this particular holiday period. If spots are still open, then still
other families or babysitters, grandparents, or other family members can join. Just before the holiday period in July, Charlotte will
also organize an informal get-together with all the parents and children to connect. For the time remaining, they will further keep
in contact with each other through a WhatsApp group.

Scenarios were also elaborated in a visual form, in order to make clear some of the issues surrounding
shared childcare, such as the context of use (e.g. employees working in an organization) and the interaction
among participants (see Annex 1).
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3.1.3. Contingency management (last minute childcare)
Last minute or “emergency” childcare activities are those activities that need to be organized to respond to
unexpected or unplanned events, like, for example, in the case of strikes at schools when parents need to
take care of children during working hours.
Scenario description and use case: Childcare activities in a shared space within a company
In Trento CityLab activities conducted in T1.2 provided insights on how Families_Share platform could
support parents in arranging last minute childcare within organizations. In particular, opportunities given
by sharing a dedicated space for childcare within the organization were discussed. In this respect,
Families_Share might provide support to group of employees to arrange last minute childcare involving the
use of shared spaces or resources within their organization/company. Co-design workshops organized with
employees pointed out that organizing last minute childcare with colleagues also for short period of time
(e.g. few hours) could be the starting point for organizing also more complex childcare activities (see
flexible-seasonal childcare).
The scenario discussed and proposed by employees is the following:
It is Monday morning. Anna – an employee in the ABC organization, mother of Tim 7 y.o. – discovers that schools are
set to close on Wednesday because of a teachers' strike. On Wednesday she already planned an important meeting
with external visitors that she cannot postpone. She has to find a solution quickly! She talks about the strike with her
colleagues during the lunch break. Jonathan, a colleague, explains that there is a dedicated room on ABC premises
that employees can use to spend time with their children while they are at work. He sends an email to Anna with the
link to the website where Anna will find further information of this opportunity and where she will find a calendar in
order to check if this space is available. In the evening she read the email and visit the website. She also check the
calendar showing the availability for the shared space for childcare. She notices that a colleague will also use this
space. She thinks that maybe they could organize in turn in order to guarantee the presence of an adult while at the
same time be able to participate to the meeting. The next day, Anna through the app connects with the colleague
that booked the shared kids area. They decide to meet in the afternoon in the company cafeteria to know each other
and understand how they can support each other.

3.2. Cokido experience
As already mentioned in D1.1. (Section 3.2), the Cokido application has a special status in the project since
it is the basis upon which the Families_Share platform is designed. It was indeed crucial to the consortium
partners to get the opportunity to try the Cokido application first-hand to better understand how the
service works and how it can be implemented in the context of each CityLab.
After exploring user needs and the CityLabs specificities through the co-design workshops, members of the
consortium participated in an exercise based on the Cokido online application to get a general overview
and first-hand experience of a collaborative process for shared childcare. De Stuyverij and IMEC prepared
an exercise [see Annex 2] to support the project partners in getting a better understanding of the processes
(both online and offline) and features of arranging childcare through co-playing with Cokido. The exercise
follows the user journey that was presented in D1.1 and describes a user scenario that was played by
different members of the partner institutions. Although the scenario was fictive, it was close to reality on
how groups of parents currently use Cokido, how they form a group and arrange the activity, how they
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prepare the agenda, etc. The results of this experience further facilitated a shared understanding and a
common knowledge on the activities that should be supported by the Families_Share digital platform.
Participants from the Families_Share consortium were divided in two groups and played the role of
parents. Each group had to follow a script presenting a description of the activity of a fictive group of
parents that decided to organize summer childcare activities using the Cokido approach and digital
platform. The scenario included a description of the situation and a list of step that had to be followed by
each participant. The exercise lasted for four days.
The main findings from the analysis of the feedback provided by the participants to the Cokido experience
are reported in Table 1.
Feedback

Description

Benefits of the
Cokido experience

The experience helped the consortium members in exploring the Cokido platform simulating
a real-world situation while playing the role of “parents”.
The partners appreciate the overall functioning of Cokido, including features such as
creating groups, inviting a person, adding personal information, creating and managing
periods for childcare activities.
Partners found that the app had a great potential and that its strong point is not only on the
technological side but in combining the Cokido approach with a limited but well-designed
digital support. This should be the path to be used in the design of the Families_Share
application.

Group size

Some partners noted that the application could work better with groups with less than 2530 members, and for activities with a limited number of timeslots (4/5 maximum). The steps
required to provide some information might limit the use of the application for larger
groups, and this might be problematic for some CityLabs.

Homepage

The homepage is one of the most important parts of the interface. Some participants were
not sure on all the functions that were supported (e.g .how to search for groups).
Some partners suggested to provide more inputs for novice users. For example, including
informative material (video, images) to better understand the value of approach of sharing
childcare and the steps required (the 7 steps of Cokido could be also here or when a group is
opened).
Notification of messages or other relevant information (lack of volunteers, etc.) could be
displayed in the home page to trigger participants
However, the registration, invitation and the planning process were seen as easy to follow
and easy to handle. Some graphical aspects, e.g. showing all existing groups highlighted in
different colours, were considered positively since they give a great overview of the variety
of groups.

Messages and
notifications

Some partners suggested to improve the message section in order to allow a more
organized discussion. Some users felt that they were missing comments and input from the
community, since they could not receive any notification or direct message via email.
Partners found that the application can be an opportunity for trustful communication in
closed groups which allow new members only via invitation or approval and which is further
free in communicating in different languages.

Location

Some users noted that finding places to host activities could be a long process because
options are not transparent. Therefore, additionally mapping spaces (and their qualities as
well as contact person, fees, etc.) to host activities would be a useful addition for the app, in
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particular with respect to certain CityLabs.

Adding availability Adding availabilities of parents or children was one of the weak points of the Cokido
application that should be reviewed in the Families_Share platform. The Cokido app
requires the parents to select and confirm the availability for all time slots. Partners
expressed that they would like to have a easier and quicker way to register children to the
different activities. They would also require different views, for example to get an overview
of all the availabilities assigned by a single user across multiple activities.

Application in
other CityLabs

Considering the application of the Cokido platform to different CityLabs, the consortium
partners highlighted some areas for improvement. For example, a more effective support
for time-management and coordination among group members. Other partners reported
that the usage of the application would need to be introduced via a local contact person
(e.g. community manager) and institution which have already established trust (e.g. day
care centres, schools, etc.). The development of the new platform should consider this
aspect.

Table 1. Results from the Cokido experience

4. Needs refinement and task flow definition
The bases for the design of the first version of the Families_Share platform were laid out during a project
meeting in Limassol (Cyprus) [described in D1.1, Section 5]. The meeting had the goals of aggregating the
needs collected at the local level from the different CityLabs and to prioritize the functionalities emerged in
the local co-design workshops. In the meeting, the affinity diagramming exercise pointed out many needs
shared among the different City Labs, namely:
●

●
●
●
●

The platform should support the creation and the management of “trusted” groups of people
aimed at sharing childcare duties in several different ways; volunteering and community values are
the driving forces that are recognized and should be fostered.
There are three main typologies of activities that need to be supported: regular, flexible and
possibly the last-minute or emergency activities.
Offline encounters are important for trust building and the platform should encourage face-to-face
communication and coordination.
Support in time allocation is crucial and it should be a major functionality (or set of functionalities)
in the platform.
Management of space is critical and platform should support the group in finding, assessing and,
when needed, contracting a proper location.

The main features of the Families_Share platform, presenting for each of them the main functionalities, the
users involved and their role, the ending issues to be tackled during the Venice meeting, namely:
● Community configuration and set-up
● Registration
● User and children profile
● Groups creation and management
● Activity creation and management
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These initial inputs have been worked out together with input described in Section 2 and Section 3 of this
document in order to define the service features and to identify pending issues and critical aspects to be
addressed before the implementation phase. We synthesized these in the following sections.

4.1. Features, functionalities and pending issues
4.1.1. Community configuration and setup
The configuration of the CityLabs communities should be available to adapt the platform to the different
contexts in which Families_Share will be deployed.
CityLabs communities are characterized by the following features:
● Type: social vs corporate community
● Name
● Picture
● Description
● Language
● Geographic area
● Available resources (locations, agreements, insurance, access rights, etc.)
● Group management definition: for corporate community it might be that specific rules should exist
for groups, that can only activate a limited number of features, while groups in “social”
communities have more freedom (e.g. exchange model, reciprocity, etc.)
The community configuration is done by the community manager(s), in several contexts a team of
community managers should be foreseen (e.g. In Venice and Trento: an overall team management by each
partner, with a distributed model, to be flexibly interpreted, involving several individuals volunteering from
the local networks, who are left with the possibility of deciding on their rules). The community manager
also provides support to groups (answer questions, provide resources, support groups in managing
conflicts, provides legal and insurance-related support).
Pending issues
● Consolidate the community management features.
● What is decided at the community level?
● What is decided at the group level?
● Necessary to define parameters that can be tuned when defining a community vs group?

4.1.2. Registration
The steps that a user should follow for accessing the Families_Share platform, register and participate to a
group are the following:
●
●
●
●

Download the application
By downloading the application, the user join a specific community (social or corporate)
Registration
○ user will need to fill the consent form and then to do the authentication
Welcome and first highlights on the benefit of the approach, the main steps for organizing
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●

childcare, etc (check relevant material to trigger user participation and engagement)
Once registered, the user can:
○ see all the resources of the community
○ search for groups or activities
○ create a new group
○ join an existing group

Pending issues
● Define which contents and information are accessible before and after the registration, e.g.: the
information related to community activities are visible also for non-registered users? For example,
testimonials, stories, etc.
● For “Corporate” Communities, mechanisms to manage access should be provided in order to
guarantee that only the network of employees can register.

4.1.3. User and children profile
“Adult” user profile:
Profile building should be designed as incremental features where data and information are requested only
if relevant, for instance
● Initial phase: only contact information: email, mobile phone, secondary phone, emergency phone,
WhatsApp, address)
● “about yourself” section can be filled in different moments (when participating to an activity)
Children profile
● keep it flexible (for some countries it is mandatory to ask the gender, in other no)
● no photos
● health-related issues - only shared with parents that will take care of the child
The user profile is characterized by the following features:
● Name
● Role in the group: admin, financial, manage agenda, location, etc.
● Description: optional
● Add children profile
● Add other external volunteers (such as family members or siblings) and professional educators.

4.1.4. Groups creation and management
Groups can be created by each registered user. Groups members are registered users that can be:
● parents
● volunteers
● external paid professionals (e.g. educators, shard baby-sitters, au-pairs)
Groups can be:
● open: still looking for other members
● closed: the group is full and no more participants can enter the group.
In both case, groups can decide to be public (visible by other users) or private.
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●
●

public: some information about the group can be accessed by Families_Share users.
not public: all information about the group are hidden to non-members

Groups are characterized by the following features:
● Name
● Description (e.g. goal of the group, which type of activity do they propose?)
● Picture
● Members
● State
○ open (other members can join) or closed (no other member can join the group)
○ visible or private
● Groups administrators
● Normal users
● Agreement on type of exchange and reciprocity model (which is the type of exchange that the
group propose? Time-banking, solidarity-based where members contribute in different ways and
according to their possibility).

4.1.5. Users roles
Group Administrator(s)
Groups can be created by registered users, that become “Groups administrators”
Several “Group administrators” can exist in each group, actually, the platform should encourage to identify
more than one “Group administrator” in order to guarantee the group functioning.
Group administrators:
● can invite other persons to join the groups
● can change the status of the group members in “Group administrators”?
● approve the request of user to join a group
● close the group?
Group members
Group members are those who are part of a group. A user can be member of different groups. In the
Cokido platform, there are five distinct roles in a group with different responsibilities (who takes care of the
agenda, who takes care of the toys and other material, who manages the financial transactions, who takes
care of the space and the administrator).
Pending issues
● make visible user roles (who takes care of agenda, etc?) - should the system suggest to user that
they can take care of these aspects?
● Agreement: how agreements are managed by groups? Are some main aspects of the agreement
visible when entering a new group? how?
● Do group members communicate through the platform?
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4.1.6. Activity creation and management
Groups members (administrators and regular members) can create an “Activity”. An “activity” is
incrementally designed as all the elements are found within the group (volunteers, children location, atc.)
or outside the group (looking for other volunteers, space, insurance). Planning an activity requires
therefore negotiation and collaboration among group members at different levels, and implies offline and
online interaction.
An activity can be closed if some of the conditions required to run an activity are not met (e.g. not enough
volunteers or children, lack of space, etc.).
An activity entails different types of group interaction:
● planning: in which period will the activity take place? how many volunteers? How many children?
etc
● coordination: volunteers should coordinate in order to organize the activity
We can take inspiration from the Cokido experience and their approach:
1) selection of the time of needed childcare,
2) selection of the availability in providing childcare,
3) final planning.
The agendas of the group are closed very soon and in case of changes (upcoming unavailability of the
parents) the group can fix them also, if needed, by appointing external babysitting services.
An activity is characterized by the following features:
● Name
● Description
● Type:
○ Recurrent (routine): happen regularly for some time, like organizing a trip to the swimming
pool every Monday, or agreeing on a regular division of tasks for take to school and pick
ups
○ Seasonal / flexible: are organized once in a while and have a greater degree of freedom in
when and how to do them: like organizing a week-long summer camp in August
○ Last minute: those that need to be organized to respond to unexpected or unplanned
events, like for example, in the case of strikes in schools when parents need to take care of
children during working hours
● Location
● Date start- date end
● Number of volunteers involved
● Number of children involved
● State
○ open
■ planning phase:
● looking for volunteers
● looking for a location
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● place available for more children
agenda definition
running

■
■
○ closed
■ evaluation
The group can evaluate the activity in order to improve the organization of childcare activities, to learn
from their experience and maybe to share this knowledge with other groups.

4.1.7. Calendar
Each group has a shared calendar/agenda as the main tool to coordinate the shared childcare activities.
The calendar/agenda should have the following features:
● allow group members to join the activity (through the calendar) as an active participant
● give or not give the availability to share time for childcare
● indicate children taking part to the activity
Different approaches for supporting group coordination and planning of childcare activities were discussed:
1. the “doodle” and the “calendar” approaches consist in making visible the availability and the
constraints of the different members of the group and
2. an automatic system that, after considering the availability of the individuals, assign the time slots.
The former is probably more suitable for small and medium groups, it might also support larger groups;
while the latter might be more complicated but in could be necessary for larger groups.

4.2. Privacy compliance needs
In the elaboration of user and system requirements, attention has been given to privacy and data
protection. A crucial issue addressed in the co-design process within T1.2 and T1.3 (described in D1.2.) and
to be further explored as part of task 6.3. (Trust and safety framework) was to find an efficient solution for
dealing with privacy issues and private data, in a way that allows community members to share relevant
information (relevant in order to raise reciprocal trust) while at the same time protecting personal data—
with particular sensitivity given to protecting data on children. In this section we summarize the needs
emerged regarding privacy, differentiating between registered and non-registered users.

4.2.1. Registered users
Registered users are users of the Families_Share platform who have previously registered. They are
provided with credentials and can login into the platform. Registered users can join groups and create
activities. Group administrators are all registered users.
Regarding privacy concerns, the registration process necessarily provides personal information to the
platform. Following the GDPR legislation, registered users can request to access any personal data gathered
through the platform, they can request to export their personal data in a machine-readable format and can
request to delete their personal data.
Furthermore, the consortium partners decided that sensitive information about children - as health-related
data - will be disclosed to other users only when these information will be relevant for the childcare activity
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(that is only once the childcare activity has been planned) and only to those users that will take care of the
children. In any case, to avoid the disclosure of any sensitive information about Families_Share users and
their children, an explicit consent should be asked.

4.2.2. Non-registered users
Non-registered users are users who access the application without completing the registration process or
without logging into the system. Non-registered users might get access to informative content (e.g. about
the Families_Share project) or browse groups that have provided their consent to share their information
to the general public (for example for sharing knowledge or for looking for new members). Sensitive
information is not disclosed to non-registered users.

4.3. User journey refinement and task flow representation
A first version of the user journey was detailed in D1.1. (Section 5.2). The user journey is a graphical
representation used to map the relationship between a user and a service across all channels in which they
interact (e.g. people, telephone, website, mobile apps, etc.). A user journey is always represented from the
user perspective but also incorporates the touch-points between the service (and the organization behind
it) and the user experience requirements as the journey progresses.
Based on the user journey, we defined the task flow. Task flow is a representation of the path that a user
follows through an application. In our case, the task flow includes all the tasks that a user can perform
through the Families_Share application, giving an overall representation of the service architecture. The
task flow shown in Figure 6 has been divided in four main sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Registration and user profile
Creating and managing groups
Creating and managing activities
Time and availability management and scheduling
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Moreover, we compared the functionalities already implemented in Cokido and checked whether the tasks
listed in the Families_Share task flow were already supported (or not) in the Cokido platform.

Figure 6. Task flow with the main elements of the Families_Share platform

5. UX and UI design
The next step in the design process for the Families_Share platform consisted in the refinement of the
system and user requirements and the creation of the visual wireframes, including indications for the UX
(User experience) and UI (User interface) design. To actively involve the consortium partners in this
process, we adopted the “design sprint” approach (Knapp, Zeratsky, & Kowitz, 2016)
A “design sprint” is a rapid process that uses design thinking to reduce the risk when bringing a new
product or service to the market. The activity is organized in “sprints” (a concept originated in the Agile
method) were teams of any size are asked to solve and test design problems through the “design thinking”
process, a problem solving process developed by IDEO and by the Stanford d.school (JohanssonSköldberg,
Woodilla, & Çetinkaya, 2010). These two concepts (“sprints” and “design thinking”) were adapted to the
idea of “design sprints” by the Google UX teams and Google Ventures who refined and disseminated the
design sprint approach (Knapp, Zeratsky, & Kowitz, 2016). In our case, we adapted the approach to quickly
identify design issues and to converge on possible solutions (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The process followed in the design sprint workshop

5.1. Venice design sprint workshop
A workshop has been organized in Venice on the 18th and the 19th of July 2018. During the two-day
workshop (Figure 8), partners of the consortium took part to the design sprint with the goal of defining the
requirements and starting to sketch the platform interface. The sprint was based on the insights gathered
through the co-design workshops conducted at the local level (See D1.1. Section 4.4), the results of the
requirements prioritization process done as part of T1.3 (see D1.1. Section 5) and the first-hand experience
with the online Cokido platform (Section 3.2).

Figure 8. Venice design sprint workshop
The first step in the process was the discussion and revision of the user and system requirements. This step
resulted in a list of requirements that was shared with all the members of the consortium (see next section
and Annex 3).
The second step in the design sprint workshop was the creation of a set of wireframes for the
Families_Share application. A wireframe is a visual representation of a user interface that displays the
functional elements, stripped of any visual design or branding elements. Wireframes are used for planning
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a site or application's structure and functionality and for communicating what the items on that interface
should be, based on the user needs. These preliminary wireframes were made by workshop participants
using pen-and-paper. For supporting the creation of the wireframes, a set of wireframes from the Cokido
application has been prepared (see Annex 4). In this way, participants could have a reference to start with
instead of starting to design the wireframes from scratch. Examples of the wireframes created during the
workshop are presented in the next section.
Lastly, after the elaboration of the results from the design workshop, the FBK team produced the graphical
assets, the interactive prototypes and the final specification report for the Families_Share platform.

5.2. Results
The outputs of the design sprint workshop included a revised and updated list of requirements to be used
as reference for the development of the platform, and a number of design ideas that served as a basis for
the creation of the interface wireframes and interactive prototypes.

5.2.1. Requirements list, features revisions and updates
The full list of requirements is described in Annex 3. The list includes a total of 64 requirements and
corresponding criticalities. The requirements are also grouped in categories (15 categories) and priority
level (Low, Medium and High). The requirements were also divided in requirements to be implemented in
the first release of the platform (“first prototype version”) while another set of requirements were left for
the second implementation cycle (“second prototype version”). The subsequent phase of the design
process described in Sections 6 of this Deliverable is based on the elaboration of the first set of
requirements with the goal of defining the UX and UI of the first release of the Families_Share platform.
The following Table 2 summarizes the requirement list.
Total number of requirements: 64
# of
requirement
s

Categories
(not exclusive)

Categories
(not exclusive)

# of
requirements

Priority
level

# of
requirement
s

General

2

Privacy

9

High

27

Website

2

Search

2

Medium

21

Interface

3

Group management

4

Low

10

Community management

4

Communication

6

Registration / Log-in

4

Activity
management

21

User categories

3

Notifications

3

User profile

6

Children info

4

Calendar

5

Table 2. Summary of the requirements listed in Annex 3
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5.2.2. Preliminary sketches and wireframes
During the workshop, participants created preliminary sketches and low-fidelity interface wireframes for
rapidly communicating interaction designs and ideas. Wireframes are commonly used in Interaction Design
to illustrate design concepts, visual layout, interface behaviour, and the general “look and feel” of the
interaction. Wireframes usually serve to answer these questions (Cao, 2017):
●
●
●
●
●

Structure – How will the pieces of this application be put together?
Content – What will be displayed?
Informational hierarchy – How is this information organized?
Functionality – How will the interface work?
Behavior – How does it interact with the user? And how does it behave?

Figure 9. Sketch, low and high fidelity wireframes
(examples from the design of the Families_Share platform)
Sketch and low-fidelity wireframes were created during a collaborative activity focusing on the four main
functionalities supported in the Families_Share application, namely (i) registering and creating a personal
profile, (ii) creating and joining groups of users, (iii) creating and joining activities proposed by group
members and (iv) managing participation to these activities. This material was used as input for refining
design ideas and creating high-fidelity wireframe after the workshop.
A part of the wireframes created are reported in Figure 10 and in the remaining of this section.
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Figure 10. Some of the mockups and wireframes developed in the design sprint workshop
The wireframes represented some design concept as described below:
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The landing page provides information on the group, such as scheduled activities and pending messages
and notifications. The page includes a calendar and a dedicated navigation bar on the bottom.

The group page shows information on the group activity, including (i) messages and notifications, (ii)
planned activities and (iii) information on the group members.
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Group members can propose new activities by accessing a dedicated section on the application. These
activities are displayed both in the calendar or in a list.

The interface enables group administrators in creating new groups. The interface guides the user through
the process, giving indications on creating the group and on inviting new members.

6. Design specification
The results of the design sprint workshop were further elaborated in order to produce the documentation
describing the visual identity, high-fidelity wireframes and the interaction flow that will guide the
development of the first release of the Families_Share platform, as part of WP2. In creating the wireframes
for the application, we followed the Material Design principles. Material design (https://material.io/) is a
design language developed by Google, utilized in many mobile and web applications. The benefits of
adopting the Material Design language is a more consistent visual language and a faster development, since
most of the interface components (buttons, menus, icons, drawers, etc.) included in the wireframes can be
easily integrated while coding the mobile application.

6.1. Visual identity
The Families_Share logo represents the concept of co-creation and sharing. The four shapes depicted
symbolizes collaboration and flexibility, that are attributes of the activities supported in the platform.
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Inspired by the colours in the project logo, three different proposals for the online platform color scheme
have been elaborated. The three proposals includes a primary and a secondary color, and their lighter and
darker variations (see Annex 5).
The three color scheme have been scored in a survey filled out by Families_Share partners. The survey
investigated also whether the color scheme was already used by other popular brands or digital services in
the CityLab countries. The results (see Annex 5) indicate that the first color scheme (Cyan and Orange) was
the preferred and more suitable one (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Color scheme chosen for the interface of the mobile application
Based on the selected color scheme, we designed an application icon inspired by the graphical elements of
the project logo (Figure 12, 13 and 14). Variations of the logo for each city labs were also created since
different instances of the Families_Share application will be available through the Play Store (Figure 14).
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Figure 12. Icon proposed for the mobile application

Figure 13. Representation of the Families_Share application in Android and in the Play Store
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Figure 14. Variations of the application icon for the seven CityLabs

6.2. Consolidated wireframes
The subsequent phase in the design process was to create high-fidelity wireframes for the Families_Share
application. These wireframes represents the “look and feel” of the platform and can provide indications on
the structure, the content and the functionalities envisioned for the application. This information can guide
and direct the development process.
Considering the main activities supported in the platform and described in the user journey / task flow map
(see Section 4.3), high-fidelity wireframes were designed according to the user and system requirements
(Section 5.2.1 and Annex 3).
The design process that lead to the creation of the wireframes was characterized by a number of iterations.
The consolidated wireframes are the result of a cyclic process of prototyping, discussion, and refining and
are included in Annex 6. The wireframes represent the most important functionalities in the application,
including registration, user profile management, group and activity creation, scheduling and tracking. In the
following section we report the list of requirements corresponding to each functionality and provide a
detailed description of the UX and UI design choices represented in the wireframes.

6.2.1. Registration, user profile and privacy
The following table outlines the requirements related to registration, user profile and privacy.
ID

Requirement

Description

Group

7

User name visibility

User should be able to decide if their name should be
searchable (visible / not visible)

User profile

Priority
High

Privacy
8

User search visibility

Some users could decide to be invisible to the community.

User profile

High
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9

Cancel profile

If they are not visible, to add them to a group or as a parent
you should input the email or telephone number

Privacy

Users should be able to cancel all their information

User profile

High

Privacy
11

Export all information

Users should be able to export all their data stored in the
platform (as JSON)

User profile

High

Privacy
12

Integrate children
information within the
platform

Children information should be provided within the app
(not in a printed form)

Children info

High

Privacy
Data should be encrypted

13

Showing children basic
information + special
needs

Children basic information such as name, age and gender
should be visible to the other members of the group (when
organizing an activity)
If there is any special needs, a symbol can be placed next to
the children name

Children info

Medium

Children info

High

Integrate child card inside the app. So that we can search
e.g. based on the age of the participants of the group. Age
and gender are most important info too. Perhaps also add
information about possible health issues (call it “special
needs”).
14

Managing who can view
your full children
information

When users provide their children information they should
be notified and accept that these information can be shared
with other members of the group. Users should be able to
decide who can see this info.

Privacy

[Information sharing option]
15

Export children
information

Users should be able to export in a PDF file the children
information of the activity they are involved

Children info

High

Privacy
16

Privacy consent at the
registration

When users register in the platform, the platform should
make sure that consent is "informed consent" and provide
necessary privacy notice and other information at the time
user consent is required.

Log-in / Registration

High

Privacy

The registration process stops if user do not provide the
consent
17

Parents can add other
users as parents

Parents have different profile and their share the same
children profile

Children info

Medium

User profile
A parent can be added as co-parent / guardian / family
member
21

Single sign on

This is an optional feature. We will start with registering for
a local account functionality and perhaps integrate that in
the future.

Log-in / Registration

Low

37

Log-in with email

Allows log-in with email address

Log-in / Registration

High

Table 3. Requirements related to registration, user profile and privacy
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According to the requirements listed in the table above, a set of high-fidelity wireframes were elaborated.
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User notifications in the personal area
A registered user can receive the following notifications in the personal area:
● a new member joined a group that the user is part of;
● the state (pending, accepted, rejected) of an invite that was sent from the user to a friend;
● the invite to join a group. The invite can be sent from a group administrator to the user, offering
the possibility to enter the group. The user can browse the group description presented in the
“About” section and accept the invite;
● the status of a request of the user to join a group which is has not been approved yet and, thus, is
still pending;
● the approval or rejection of the user to join a group from the group administrator(s);
● the request to be the administrator of a group the user is part of;
● the approval or rejection of an activity created by the user in a group;
● the notification that a parent/guardian was added to a user’s children profile.
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6.2.2. Creating and managing groups
The table outlines the requirements related to creating and managing groups within the digital platform.
ID

Requirement

Description

Group

Priority

1

Website for each
community

Each community has a website as companion of the app
(each CityLab can have more than one community)
Perhaps we could use second level domains for these (e.g.
trento.families-share.eu).

Website

High

2

Website shows the list of
groups for that
community (as in Cokido)

We can create an endpoint within the app that returns
information about public groups. So the website could be
totally static, apart from the content shown from that
endpoint. That way one could browse some public groups
and perhaps see photos, just like in Cokido. If they click on
the group however, they will need to download the app and
register.

Website

Low

3

The app has different
instances

Each community will have its app to download from the
Google Play Store (android first and then iOS later on)

General

High

4

App design is mobile first

The interface will be designed mainly for mobile phones but
it can be access also from the web (for iOS and web users)

General

5

Search group

Users can search for groups from the web page or from the
mobile app

Search

High

18

User hierarchy

Community manager <- Group administrator <- User

User categories

High
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(parents / professionals) <- External [i.e. person not
registered in the platform]
This means that the community manager is inherently a
Group administrator for all groups
The Professional is a user role that has certain permissions.
19

New member notification

When a new member enter a group all other members are
notified

Notification

20

New member acceptance
rule

Two options are provided:

Group management

Strict: all members (who are also group administrators) they
have to agree to the new member

Community
management

Medium

High

Flexible: at least one group administrator agrees
22

Community default
options

Options when you create a community:
●
New members are automatically administrator
OR not
●
Approval for new members: Do all group
administrators need to agree? Or just one is fine?
(i.e. AND or OR). [see #20]
Group can change this option or not

Community
management

Medium

23

Community access option

The community can be open or not

Community
management

Medium

24

Group settings when
creating a group

A group can be visible or not visible: that is a group can be
searchable or not. If it is visible, an external user can contact
the group administrator for joining the group

Group management

Medium

Privacy

25

Join a group with an
invite

All groups are invite-only. Some are visible and some are
not. If it is not visible you have to receive an invite by the
group administrator to join in. If the group is visible, you can
contact the group administrator to receive an invite.

Group management

High

26

Type of notifications

Members and group administrators should receive
notifications.
System event notifications e.g:
- “a new user entered the group”
- “a new activity has been created’
- “the agenda for a specific activity was closed”
The notification can be sent in the phone or by email

Notifications

High

28

Professional users

Professionals can be invited by group administrators. They
are users and can access information related to the activity
in which they are involved
OR we can keep as it is in Cokido (information provided in
the activity by the group administrator)

User categories

30

Types of activities

The interface should support activities that have two
characteristics:
- Recurrent vs One-time
- Flexible vs Fixed
User should not categorize the type of activity, this can be
automatically inferred by the system

Activity
management

High

31

Promote groups and
activity

We should provide indications or material for supporting the
promotion of groups or activities (flyer, social media
material, etc)

Group management

Low

Medium

Activity
management
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34

Starting page /
Homepage for new users

Information displayed to the users when they access the
platform:
Login Registration form
Info on Families_Shares project
Info on active groups

Interface

Medium

35

Starting page /
Homepage for registered
users

Information displayed to the registered users when they
enter the application:
Calendar
Joined groups
Notifications

Interface

Medium

36

Provide checklists

Provide users with checklists for supporting some activities
(WhatsApp group creation, financial rules, etc.)

Interface

High

39

Support communication
within and outside the
app

Communication can be supported within the app
(announcements / message) or outside
(WhatsApp/telegram/facebook). This can be decided by the
community manager.

Communication

40

Announcements (a.k.a.
Messaging) feature

Kept as they are in Cokido (basic) but call them
Announcements and have it for informing group members
This can include also info for support the group to manage a
whatsapp / telegram group
Users should be able to post message and give replies

Communication

High

41

Edit announcements /
replies

You can edit announcements or replies (created by you)

Communication

Medium

42

Deleting announcements
/ replies

You can delete announcements or replies (created by you)

Communication

Medium

44

Images in the
announcements

Announcements can include an image

Communication

Medium

Medium

Community
management

Table 4. Requirements related to creating and managing groups
Based on the requirement, the following wireframes for search and create groups were elaborated.
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Group notifications in group start page
These notifications are strictly related to the group activity, including:
● visualizing group rules (only present in case of first access);
● a new member has joined the group (with information on the name of the new member);
● a new activity has been created;
● the agenda of a particular activity has been closed;
● the agenda of a particular activity has been locked;
● an activity has been deleted;
● a timeslot in which the user has signed up has been confirmed / deleted;
● a new group administrator has been added.
Notification badges are present to call the user’s attention to new notifications. The notification badges are
displayed in the personal area (a badge for each group) and in the icon related to the “News” section in the
bottom navigation menu inside a group section.
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6.2.3. Creating and managing activities
The following table outlines the requirements related to creating activities.
ID

Requirement

Description

Group

45

Activities are mapped in a
collection of timeslots

When you create an activity you set a time range (and this
can be edited) and define time slots

Activity
management

High

46

Timeslots have counters

Users should be able to mark their availabilities and their
need for each timeslot
Counters can represent volunteer availabilities AND needs
(children)

Activity
management

High

47

Propose different
activities

Users should be able to propose multiple activities for the
same time slot

Activity
management

High

48

Problematic timeslots

Users should be able to see time slots that are problematic
(when the minimum number of volunteers or children is
not reached, or when there is an unbalanced ration
between volunteers and children, etc)
Using different colors to signal problematic and nonproblematic timeslots

Activity
management

High

49

Export agenda as XLS

Export an agenda with all activities in the group calendar
for supporting discussion as XLS file (plugin)

Activity
management

High

50

Calendar view

Users should be able to see calendar with:
PERSONAL VIEW: the activities in which you are
involved, and your children is involved in
GROUP VIEW: all the activities of that group

Activity
management

Medium

Users should be able to toggle view as calendar (month /
week) or as a list (a list of timeslots)

Activity
management

51

Toggle Calendar / List
view

Priority

Calendar
Medium
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Calendar
53

Set constraints/ variables
for slot confirmation

When creating an activity set the minimum number of
children or volunteers required for each activity

Activity
management

High

54

Who can propose an
activity

Every group member can propose an activity and a group
admin (just one) should agree

Activity
management

Medium

55

Who can modify / confirm
and close an activity

Only group administrators can modify or close or delete
activities

Activity
management

High

56

Activities detail

When you create an activity you define the title and the
timeslots. Activity description, location, cost and image are
optional.

Activity
management

High

32

Evaluating an activity

When closed, activities can be evaluated by their members
(e.g. with a questionnaire, a summary of the activity, a
checklist)

Activity
management

Medium

33

Sharing knowledge

Once finished, information on activities and groups can be
shared within the community through the website

Activity
management

Low

Table 5. Requirements related to creating and managing activities
The following wireframes visualize the interface features for proposing a new activity within the
application.
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6.2.4. Time and availability management and scheduling
The table below outlines the requirements related to time and availability management.
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ID

Requirement

Description

Group

Priority

57

Timeslot information

Slots display the activity name, you can add a description, they
have a counter for participation and a counter for children
registered to that activity

Activity management

58

Professionals and timeslots

If a professional is involved, he/she can be added in the time slot
detail (by group administrators)

Activity management

High

59

Information on a timeslot

In a single time slot you can define the location and the
description

Activity management

High

60

Apply changes to activity
time for all the time slots

Users should be able to modify time for multiple time slots

Activity management

Medium

61

You can duplicate a time slot
(for recurrent events)

Repeating a timeslots means repeating for a week/month/ same
days

Activity management

Medium

63

Calendar in the homepage
with commitment and fixed
slots

A calendar showing all the activities in which I am involved
(confirmed or open) or my children (confirmed or open) is
displayed in the app homepage

Calendar

Low

64

Calendar with colors

The color represents time slots (days or weekly) colored if there is
an activity for me / or my child(ren).

Calendar

Medium

Table 5. Requirements related to time and availability management and scheduling
The following wireframes described the functionalities for providing availabilities for the group activities.
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6.3. Interactive prototype and design specifications
At the following links we posted videos of the interactive prototype for presenting the main features of the
Families_Share mobile application:
Interaction Video

Link

Description

Registration

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1W
4YR0lVAnFkqkZIWrpcJ6zsiQfgpe9qC

The video shows the landing page, with
information on the project, and the sign up process

Login

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V
mbpv2GxSqZbeiR22ZGubjF8VspkZkWb

Log-in process and homepage

See/Edit your profile

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1SM
0fAthmNu6HfpfmSWR4qcXlbmfChAAk

The video shows how to see and edit the personal
profile

Add/Edit children profile

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1z4
CkTSk4VlwewGCD3Uog83qEEhafT-3b

The video shows how to add and edit information
about the children

Search a group

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17b
P1fj02BZNYVDLcM-zjwicLL624FYvH

How users can search for public groups and ask for
invitation

Create a new group

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hT
55ioge8v5z9AhjQ7hTOKusFLCgZgSF

The video shows the process of creating a new
group

Receive a
notification/message

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HI
4JjslUOyZp1g02XTg3M48VywDV0dn1

From the group page the user can read
notifications and messages, and other information
related to the group

View the calendar

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eD
6Iy22kmZa854MDHr7IKHZh1CNGjTaJ

Users can change the view of their calendar

Create an activity

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oo
8hCXjPywuUm94BMFWi3--Hix2UDbOU

The video shows the guided process of creating a
new activity and selecting time slots

Views activities and time
slots

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wS
Gfexoh6bNWhOHoTJLKaaXTGJ0e02jr

Users can visualize their calendar and a list of
timeslots

Give availabilities

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qa
KRyMJby4JkKbhcJDY9seQoMSY_rlgV

The video shows how users can indicate their
availabilities or register their children to an activity

The interactive clickable prototypes (e.g. Figure 15) and the design specifications (e.g. Figure 16) can be
accessed through these links:
Prototype features

Interactive Prototype

Design Specifications

Registration, user profile, creating
and managing groups

https://xd.adobe.com/view/1be5a0217f88-4dfc-4511-f90fd0fde495-6dd4/

https://xd.adobe.com/spec/fd22268c-60c74508-777a-e831b169dcdd-8b13/

Creating and managing activities,
time and availability management
and scheduling

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f28016f3-0d454cc3-5106-51a287603120-84b1/

https://xd.adobe.com/spec/3c57ad0a-4fda495c-7c69-c29d59c596b4-4a66/
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Figure 15. Visual representation of the interactive prototypes (created using Adobe XD)

Figure 16. A screen from the design specification generated in Adobe XD
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Figure 17. Screenshot of the interactive prototype from Adobe XD for the activity scheduling task
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Some visual mockups (Figure 18) were created to get a general idea of the final application and to better
visualize how the application would appear on the device.

Figure 18. Mock-ups of the Families_Share application

7. Conclusions
This deliverable has provided:
●
●
●
●

an analysis of digital application for childcare management and group time scheduling;
the description of three usage scenarios and the result of a collaborative experience of the Cokido
application;
a list of requirements and a task flow map based on needs and experiences collected in the seven
CityLabs;
mockups, wireframes and interactive prototypes of the Families_Share platform detailing the
features and the interaction that should be supported within the application.

This material provides a basis of communication and a source of clarification that will inform and guide the
Families_Share platform and mobile services development.
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Annex
Annex 1. Scenarios presentation
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Annex 2. Cokido experience material
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Annex 3. Full requirement list
Legend:
ID: Identification number
Requirement: Title of the requirement
Description: Detailed requirement description
Notes: Notes or criticalities associated with the requirements
Category: Requirement category
Priority: Requirement order of importance (from high to low)
Prototype version: Whether the requirement is addressed in the prototype presented in this deliverable (v1) or if it will be addressed in the
second release (v2)

ID

Requirement

Description

1

Website for each
community

Each community has a website as companion of the
app (each CityLab can have more than one
community)

Notes

Category

Priority

Prototype
version

Website

High

v1

Perhaps we could use second level domains for
these (e.g. trento.families-share.eu).
2

Website shows
the list of groups
for that
community (as in
Cokido)

We can create an endpoint within the app that
returns information about public groups. So the
website could be totally static, apart from the
content shown from that endpoint. That way one
could browse some public groups and perhaps see
photos, just like in Cokido. If they click on the group
however, they will need to download the app and
register.

Website

Low

v1

3

The app has
different
instances

Each community will have its app to download
from the Google Play Store (android first and then
iOS later on)

General

High

v1

4

App design is
mobile first

The interface will be designed mainly for mobile
phones but it can be access also from the web (for
iOS and web users)

General

High

v1

5

Search group

Users can search for groups from the web page or
from the mobile app

Search

High

v1

6

Search users

New users should be able to search for other users
and ask them to join her/his group

Search

Low

v2

Should it be optional?

Sharing phone
number or other
contact to the
public

User should be able to decide if their name should
be searchable (visible / not visible)

Depend on user
search

User profile

High

v1

High

v1

High

v1

7

User name
visibility

Privacy
8

9

User search
visibility

Cancel profile

Some users could decide to be invisible to the
community. If they are not visible, to add them to a
group or as a parent you should input the email or
telephone number

User profile

Users should be able to cancel all their information

User profile

Privacy
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Privacy
10

Suspend profile

Users should be able to suspend their profile

User profile

Medium

v2

High

v1

High

v1

Children info

Medium

v1

Children info

High

v2

High

v1

High

v1

Medium

v1

Privacy
11

Export all
information

Users should be able to export all their data stored
in the platform (as JSON)

User profile
Privacy

12

13

Integrate children
information
within the
platform

Children information should be provided within the
app (not in a printed form)

Showing children
basic information
+ special needs

Children basic information such as name, age and
gender should be visible to the other members of
the group (when organizing an activity)
If there is any special needs, a symbol can be
placed next to the children name

Children info
Privacy

Data should be encrypted

Integrate child card inside the app. So that we can
search e.g. based on the age of the participants of
the group. Age and gender are most important info
too. Perhaps also add information about possible
health issues (call it “special needs”).
14

Managing who
can view your full
children
information

When users provide their children information they
should be notified and accept that these
information can be shared with other members of
the group. Users should be able to decide who can
see this info.

To be refined in
WP2

Privacy

[Information sharing option]
15

16

Export children
information

Privacy consent at
the registration

Users should be able to export in a PDF file the
children information of the activity they are
involved

Children info

When users register in the platform, the platform
should make sure that consent is "informed
consent" and provide necessary privacy notice and
other information at the time user consent is
required.

Log-in /
Registration

Privacy

Privacy

The registration process stops if user do not
provide the consent
17

Parents can add
other users as
parents

Parents have different profile and their share the
same children profile

! terms: parents
/ guardian /
(framily?)

Children info
User profile

A parent can be added as co-parent / guardian /
family member
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18

User hierarchy

Community manager <- Group administrator <User (parents / professionals) <- External [i.e.
person not registered in the platform]

User
categories

High

v1

Medium

v1

High

???

This means that the community manager is
inherently a Group administrator for all groups
The Professional is a user role that has certain
permissions.
19

New member
notification

When a new member enter a group all other
members are notified

Privacy
implications

Notification

20

New member
acceptance rule

Two options are provided:

Decided at the
community level
(the default)

Group
management

Strict: all members (who are also group
administrators) they have to agree to the new
member

Community
management

Flexible: at least one group administrator agrees
21

Single sign on

This is an optional feature. We will start with
registering for a local account functionality and
perhaps integrate that in the future.

Log-in /
Registration

Low

v1

22

Community
default options

Options when you create a community:
●
New members are automatically
administrator OR not
●
Approval for new members: Do all group
administrators need to agree? Or just
one is fine? (i.e. AND or OR). [see #20]

Community
management

Medium

???

Group can change this option or not
23

Community access
option

The community can be open or not

Community
management

Medium

v1

24

Group settings
when creating a
group

A group can be visible or not visible: that is a group
can be searchable or not. If it is visible, an external
user can contact the group administrator for joining
the group

Group
management

Medium

v1

25

Join a group with
an invite

All groups are invite-only. Some are visible and
some are not. If it is not visible you have to receive
an invite by the group administrator to join in. If
the group is visible, you can contact the group
administrator to receive an invite.

Group
management

High

v1

26

Type of
notifications

Members and group administrators should receive
notifications.
System event notifications e.g:
- “a new user entered the group”
- “a new activity has been created’
- “the agenda for a specific activity was closed”

Notifications

High

v1

Notifications

Medium

v2

Privacy

The notification can be sent in the phone or by
email
27

Phone
notifications

Phone notifications are enabled
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28

Professional users

Professionals can be invited by group
administrators. They are users and can access
information related to the activity in which they are
involved
OR we can keep as it is in Cokido (information
provided in the activity by the group administrator)

29

Assign group roles

Group administrators can assign different roles to
the members (e.g. location manager, financial
manager, ...)

This
requirement
should be
discussed with
other partners

User
categories

Medium

v2

User
categories

Low

v2

Activity
management

High

v1

Group
management

Low

v1

To be refined in
WP2
We can add it as
text in the
description of
the group

For now it is just a text field
Possibly implements checklists (one for a “group
administrator”) for supporting in managing group
roles
30

Types of activities

The interface should support activities that have
two characteristics:
- Recurrent vs One-time
- Flexible vs Fixed
User should not categorize the type of activity, this
can be automatically inferred by the system

31

Promote groups
and activity

We should provide indications or material for
supporting the promotion of groups or activities
(flyer, social media material, etc)

Activity
management
32

Evaluating an
activity

When closed, activities can be evaluated by their
members (e.g. with a questionnaire, a summary of
the activity, a checklist)

Activity
management

Medium

v2

33

Sharing
knowledge

Once finished, information on activities and groups
can be shared within the community through the
website

Activity
management

Low

v2

34

Starting page /
Homepage for
new users

Information displayed to the users when they
access the platform:
Login Registration form
Info on Families_Shares project
Info on active groups

Interface

Medium

v1

35

Starting page /
Homepage for
registered users

Information displayed to the registered users when
they enter the application:
Calendar
Joined groups
Notifications

Interface

Medium

v1

36

Provide checklists

Provide users with checklists for supporting some
activities (WhatsApp group creation, financial rules,
etc.)

Interface

High

v1

37

Log-in with email

Allows log-in with email address

Log-in /
Registration

High

v1

This
requirement
should be
discussed with
other partners
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To be refined in
WP2
38

Log-in with SMS

Allows log-in with SMS (not only with an email)

This
requirement
should be
discussed with
other partners

Log-in /
Registration

Medium

v2

Medium

v1

This log-in
option might
require a paid
service
To be refined in
WP2
39

40

Support
communication
within and
outside the app

Communication can be supported within the app
(announcements / message) or outside
(WhatsApp/Telegram/facebook). This can be
decided by the community manager.

The type of
communication
should be
decided at the
community level

Communicati
on

Announcements
(a.k.a. Messaging)
feature

Kept as they are in Cokido (basic) but call them
Announcements and have it for informing group
members

To be refined in
WP2

Communicati
on

High

v1

Community
management

This can include also info for support the group to
manage a whatsapp / telegram group
Users should be able to post message and give
replies
41

Edit
announcements /
replies

You can edit announcements or replies (created by
you)

Communicati
on

Medium

v1

42

Deleting
announcements /
replies

You can delete announcements or replies (created
by you)

Communicati
on

Medium

v1

43

“Twitter” style
notification

Receive only one notification with information on
the number of #

Communicati
on

Low

v2

44

Images in the
announcements

Announcements can include an image

Communicati
on

Medium

v1

45

Activities are
mapped in a
collection of
timeslots

When you create an activity you set a time range
(and this can be edited) and define time slots

Activity
management

High

v1

46

Timeslots have
counters

Users should be able to mark their availabilities and
their need for each timeslot

Activity
management

High

v1

Activity
management

High

v1

Depend on
phone
notifications

Counters can represent volunteer availabilities AND
needs (children)
47

Propose different
activities

Users should be able to propose multiple activities
for the same time slot

Requirement
from Venice
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48

Problematic
timeslots

Users should be able to see time slots that are
problematic (when the minimum number of
volunteers or children is not reached, or when
there is an unbalanced ration between volunteers
and children, etc)

Specify what
problematic
means (min/max
# of children,
min # of
volunteers)

Activity
management

High

v1

Requirement
from Venice

Activity
management

High

v1

Medium

v1

Medium

v1

Using different colors to signal problematic and
non-problematic timeslots
49

Export agenda as
XLS

Export an agenda with all activities in the group
calendar for supporting discussion as XLS file
(plugin)

50

Calendar view

Users should be able to see calendar with:
PERSONAL VIEW: the activities in which
you are involved, and your children is
involved in
GROUP VIEW: all the activities of that
group

Activity
management

Users should be able to toggle view as calendar
(month / week) or as a list (a list of timeslots)

Activity
management

51

Toggle Calendar /
List view

Calendar

Calendar
52

Optimal solution

The application proposes optimal solution after
collecting votes

Activity
management

Low

v2

53

Set constraints/
variables for slot
confirmation

When creating an activity set the minimum number
of children or volunteers required for each activity

Activity
management

High

v1

54

Who can propose
an activity

Every group member can propose an activity and a
group admin (just one) should agree

This could be
changed in
future versions

Activity
management

Medium

v1

55

Who can modify /
confirm and close
an activity

Only group administrators can modify or close or
delete activities

This could be
changed in
future versions

Activity
management

High

v1

56

Activities detail

When you create an activity you define the title
and the timeslots. Activity description, location,
cost and image are optional.

Activity
management

High

v1

57

Timeslot
information

Slots display the activity name, you can add a
description, they have a counter for participation
and a counter for children registered to that
activity

Activity
management

High

v1

58

Professionals and
timeslots

If a professional is involved, he/she can be added in
the time slot detail (by group administrators)

Activity
management

High

v1

59

Information on a
timeslot

In a single time slot you can define the location and
the description

Activity
management

High

v1

60

Apply changes to
activity time for
all the time slots

Users should be able to modify time for multiple
time slots

Activity
management

Medium

v1

See 28
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61

You can duplicate
a time slot (for
recurrent events)

Repeating a timeslots means repeating for a
week/month/ same days

62

Export in your
calendar

Export an activity calendar (once it is fixed) to your
digital calendar

63

Calendar in the
homepage with
commitment and
fixed slots

64

Calendar with
colors

Define
duplication
options

Activity
management

Medium

v1

Calendar

Low

v2

A calendar showing all the activities in which I am
involved (confirmed or open) or my children
(confirmed or open) is displayed in the app
homepage

Calendar

Low

v1

The color represents time slots (days or weekly)
colored if there is an activity for me / or my
child(ren).

Calendar

Medium

v1
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Annex 4. Wireframes and material used in the design sprint workshop
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Annex 5. Color palette proposals and survey results
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Preference scores collected among the consortium partners through the online survey
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Annex 6. Mobile application wireframes
Homepage and log-in
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Registration and sign-up
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User profile

Children profile

Navigation drawer and FAQs
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Invite members - Group Administrator

Create a group
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Search a group

Group page
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Create a new activity
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View time slots and insert availabilities

Filter activities
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Calendar management
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